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Spotify Organizational Analysis
Spotify was developed in 2006 in Sweden by Daniel Ek and Martin Lorentzon (“How
Spotify Came to Be Worth Billions, 2018). Launched in 2008, Spotify was created to help
combat the issue the music industry was facing with online piracy on websites such as
LimeWire and Napster. It was not until 2011 that Spotify became available in the United States
with their headquarters in New York (Parsons, 2018). Spotify is “a digital music, podcast and
video streaming service that gives you access to millions of songs and other content from
artists all over the world” (“What is Spotify?”, 2019). Spotify has a free version, which allows for
restricted listening, and also a Premium version which costs $9.99 per month. One of the
biggest selling points for younger listeners is the Premium Student plan, which is $4.99 per
month and it also includes access to Hulu with ads and Showtime (“Spotify Student Premium”,
2019). Spotify gives listeners the ability to create and share playlists with others, along with
curating playlists specified to each user’s tastes. Spotify focuses on the personalization of the
user’s profile, making it unique from other music streaming services such as Pandora. In the
past few years, Spotify has moved beyond just music. They now do live events along with
video content that artists do specifically for their platform.
During it’s early phases, Spotify only had a paid option, but slowly integrated unpaid
options that restricted user’s ability to listen to music. When it first came to America in July of
2011, all users got six months free of ad-free unlimited listening (Flacy, 2012). After that six
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months ended, customers had the option to either upgrade to two plan options, (Unlimited at
$4.99 per month or Premium at $9.99 per month) or have a free version which includes 10
hours of listening per month and “5 plays per unique track” (Flacy, 2012, para. 1). In March of
2012, Spotify halted the limitations they had set on the free version. Now, the “freemium”
version includes unlimited mobile listening on shuffle, but does still include ads. By expanding
into the U.S., Spotify greatly increased its audience. In the first two months that it was live in
America, they doubled their number of listeners from one million to two million (Lidsky, 2018).
This number continues to grow exponentially. At the end of 2018, Spotify had 180 million active
listeners (“Spotify By the Numbers”, 2018) and it worth well over 20 billion dollars.
Spotify is possibly expanding into hardware. In an article from The Mirror, they discuss a
possible move for the company, “recent reports have suggested that Spotify is working on its
own voice assistant and smart speaker to rival the growing power of Amazon’s Alex and Music
Unlimited service (Parsons, 2018, The Future of Spotify, para. 1). In February of 2018, Spotify
was looking to hire employees to aid in manufacturing in a hardware project. If Spotify were to
create a speaker compatible with its software, it would allow them to stop working with
competing speakers. Last year, Apple stopped supporting Spotify on the HomePod, but still
allows integrating on the Apple Watch. It would also allow them to break into an entirely new
industry beyond music streaming (Sanchez, 2018). With smart speakers on the rise, Spotify
could create a lot of new revenue for themselves and also compete more directly with
companies such as Apple and Amazon. This may also lead into wearables (glasses, watches)
which Apple and Amazon are both involved in.
In order to find a crisis that is likely to take place, it is important to take a look at the
company’s history, along with those of similar companies. Previously, Spotify has been in
trouble with artists who believe that they do not get paid enough for their work being streamed.
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In December of 2018, Spotify settled a lawsuit that was filed by Wixen Music Publisher (Perez,
2018). Spotify paid 1.6 billion dollars to Wixen for using “tens of thousands of songs without a
proper license” (Perez, 2018, para. 1). Although this was the largest lawsuit Spotify has faced,
they have also dealt smaller ones for similar issues with artists. Because Spotify has already
been through legal copyright issues, there are other potential issues that could arise that are
worth focusing on. For a company like Spotify that has access to their Premium listeners’ credit
card information (each month, Spotify automatically charges the user), hacking is always a
possible issues. Companies like Target have faces similar issues where Target credit card
holders have had their private information compromised. Spotify is a huge company with
millions of paying customers (like Target). If hackers were able to get a hold of the information
of customers, it could greatly affect the company. As a part of Premium Student, listeners also
have access to Hulu and Showtime. If accounts were hacked, they could possibly get access to
Hulu and Showtime accounts. This poses a threat now not only to Spotify, but for Hulu and
Showtime as well. It calls into question the customer’s trust in Spotify, as well as putting the
reputation of the company in immediate danger.
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Spotify: SWOT Analysis
Strengths
Spotify was one of the first music streaming platforms on the market. By being early to
the party, they gained attention from users which immediately put them ahead of other services
such as Apple Music. Many people already paid for Spotify Premium and knew the service well
by the time that other streaming services came out, so it became easier for many to stay with
Spotify, rather than switching to another service. Spotify has some great features that make
them stand out from the rest. First, Spotify is fairly cheap. There is a free version that has some
restrictions, but still allow those who have it to stream music. Many students take advantage of
the $4.99 per month rate that includes a subscription to Hulu and Showtime.
Spotify is focused on user experience. They include curated playlists that are unique to
each user (Spotify, 2019). These options include six daily mixes, each with songs from different
genres that you enjoy. It also includes a “Discover Weekly” playlist that predicts songs that you
might enjoy based on your listening history. Spotify Wrapped is a unique digital package that is
sent out every December to every Premium member and it includes all of their favorite songs
and artists of the past year. This receives a lot of attention on social media and is a great way
for people to start talking about their services.
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Weaknesses
Music streaming has changed the industry, but not without pushback from artists and
record labels. Spotify allows for people to have access to millions of songs for a fraction of the
price. This angered many professionals in the music industry. Spotify pays their artists pennies
compared to if they were to sell physical CDs. This payment issue has caused lawsuits and
has resulted in artists pulling their catalogs from the service. Huge names such as Taylor Swift
and Jay Z have expressed their issues with Spotify. Taylor Swift did not have any of her songs
on Spotify from 2014 to June of 2017. Jay Z created his own service that worked against
Spotify called Tidal. In 2017, Jay Z requested to have his music removed from the service and
it returned on his 50th birthday, December 4th, 2019 (Ricker, 2019). During this time, Spotify
received backlash from users as well, who were disappointed that they couldn’t have access to
some of the biggest names in music.
Smaller artists who try to make it big have struggled with Spotify’s algorithm. Those who
pay more to have their music pushed to the top of playlists are naturally going to get more
listeners. Spotify’s most popular playlists include “Today’s Hits” and “America’s Top 50”. They
advertise artists that have larger followings and those who pay a higher price. Smaller artists
have been vocal about the shortcomings that have occurred inside the app.
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Opportunities
Streaming is the future of music. With the elimination of the iTunes store in 2019, it has
changed the landscape of digital music. Now, streaming services have the ability to provide
both audio and video content. In the next few years, Spotify can continue to expand into
multimedia formats. They have begun to experiment with videos that are placed inside
playlists, as well integrating moving images in place of song covers. Spotify has the ability to
keep moving forward with different formats to expand their features.
Live performances will always be an important part of the music experience. Spotify can
continue to build a bridge between their platform and concerts. Currently, Spotify uses your
location to suggest concerts in your area for artists that you listen to. They can continue in this
direction by sponsoring concerts or creating a small festival, like Amazon and Apple have
previously done. Like Amazon’s Prime Day Concert, it can draw attention to the platform.
Amazon live-streamed their concert on their online video service (Spruch, 2019) and Spotify
can do the same. Premium users can just open their app to view their favorite artists. This
way, they can expand their services and their consumers can become more invested in their
services.
The rise of podcasts is one of the biggest opportunities in the streaming world. Spotify is
home to many podcasts and it has become a more prominent feature in the past year. With
this, Spotify has room to expand this feature by creating Spotify original podcasts, which could
turn into live tours, which could tie into the previous concept by including them in any Spotify
sponsored festival.
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Threats
As previously discussed, music streaming is becoming increasingly popular. This is
creating more competition for everyone. With Apple Music, Amazon Prime music and Sound
Cloud, Spotify is having to work harder to keep their audience. If they are unable to keep up
with the other services, they will begin to lose users.
Spotify may have a free service, but it doesn’t give the user much freedom to listen to
what track they want when they want it. The Spotify “freemium” subscription includes ads as
well as limited listening. Users on the mobile app are limited to 15 different playlist if they want
to have unlimited listening (Guinness, 2018). Illegal downloading is a free and easy option that
many still take part in. Even though it is against the law, with low risk of any penalty, some
would rather get their music using that method than paying for Spotify Premium.
With the growing issues inside the music industry concerning fair pay, more artists may
follow in the direction of Taylor Swift and Jay Z by taking down their catalogue of music down
from the site. Spotify is notorious for underpaying their artists and more people are becoming
more vocal about it. Right now, many people are coming forward and fighting back to
companies who are not giving them the amount of money they deserve for their work. This
could become a huge issue for the organization and could lead to their downfall.
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INTRODUCTION
This plan consists of specific instructions that should be used in the event of any unforeseen
crisis. The following responses align with company values and should be understood by all
employees to ensure a well-executed and timely response.
Through all situations, we strive to stay true our mission- to unlock the potential of human
creativity.

Daniel Ek

Founder, CEO, and Chairman of BOD
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
I, (NAME and POSITION), hereby acknowledge that I have read, understood and agreed to the
following plan and am fully prepared to execute said procedures in the event of a crisis.

Daniel Ek

Founder, CEO, and Chairman of BOD

Katarina Berg

Martin Lorentzo
Co-Founder and Director

Chief Human Resources Officer

Chief Research & Development Officer

Gustav Söderström

Dawn Ostroff

Cecilia Qvist

Barry McCarthy

Alex Norström

Global Head of Markets

Pete Collins

Head of Global
Corporate Communications

Chief Financial Officer

Dustee Jenkins

Head of Global Communications
and Public Relations

David Hannigan
Head of Security
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Chief Content Officer

Chief Premium Business Officer

Chris Crawford

Head of US Publisher Relations
and Services
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REHEARSAL DATES
In order to be fully prepared to respond in the event of unforeseen circumstances, it is
important that all employees understand the procedures that need to occur in order to
successfully maneuver any situation. We will have multiple rehearsal dates, each to cover
different topics. These dates were chosen to accommodate the company schedule (to avoid
any interference with busy periods) and on Tuesdays to ensure that all members can attend
their regularly scheduled Monday team meetings. It is essential that these simulations are
performed with full effort. All members of the crisis team must be present for all meetings.

Rehearsal 1: Technological Crisis (Hacking, Crash of Server)
As a company based online, it is critical that we have a plan in place if anything were to
jeopardize our site or any apps affiliated with our company. During this simulation, we will run
through appropriate responses to a potential hacking as well as a sudden crash of our server.
Our primary focus should be looking to immediately eradicate the source of the hack as well as
the protecting the data of our users. If there were to be a crash in our server, we would take
similar steps in resolving the issue. All IT managers should be well informed on procedures.

Rehearsal 2: Financial Crisis (Significant Decrease in Funds), Personnel Crisis
(Employee Conduct)
This simulation is to prepare for a sudden drop in users resulting in a significant financial loss
and to also cover procedures following a public issue regarding an employee that impacts the
reputation of the company. In the event of a financial situation, we would maneuver our funds
until we came to an adequate solution. A personnel crisis should be dealt with in accordance to
the degree of damage to the company with our Human Resources department and our Public
Relations team.

Rehearsal 3: Natural Disasters (Fire, Flood, Blizzard, Hurricane), Management
Following a Mass Shooting
To prepare for the inclement Northeast winter weather and other natural disasters, this October
rehearsal will cover procedures to follow any unforeseen naturally-occurring circumstances. In
the event of a mass shooting, security plans will be laid out. This will also include the review of
secondary locations if we are not able to function out of our primary offices.

Rehearsal 1: Tuesday, January 28, 2020
Rehearsal 2: Tuesday, May 19, 2020

Rehearsal 3: Tuesday, October 20, 2020
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PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
Purpose
This crisis communication plan is designed to reduce or prevent any damage to the company’s
reputation that may occur during a crisis. It is to ensure a smooth implementation of procedures
as well as to designate specific roles.

Objectives
Here at Spotify, we will strive to:
1. Respond to the crisis quickly and efficiently
2. Keep our stakeholders informed in a timely manner with open and honest communication
3. Ensure the physical safety of any of our publics
4. Protect the data and creative works of our users, artists, and employees
5. Maintain true to our mission, to unlock the potential of human creativity
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ORGANIZATIONAL KEY PUBLICS
Enabling Publics

Groups with the ability to make decisions for the company and carry the responsibility of
communicating with the public.
Board of Directors: The Board of Directors, which is led by our current CEO, Daniel Ek, greatly
contributes to all decisions made in all regards of the company by providing strategic guidance.
Board members act in the best interest of the company’s stockholders to ensure the long-term
value and health of the company. In addition, they regularly assess the financial state of the
company. During a crisis, the BOD would oversee that the organization is complying to the law
and that Spotify’s Code of Conduct and ethical guidelines are being followed.
Key Executives: This includes all member of management (Chief Executive Officer, Chief
Financial Officer, Chief Human Resource Officer, Chief Premium Business Officer, Chief
Research & Development Officer, Chief Content Officer and Global Head of Markets), as well
as the Global Head of Communications and Public Relations, Head of Global Corporate
Communications, Head of Publisher Relations and Services, and Head of Security. All are
responsible for the overseeing of their department and hold the power to make decisions for
the organization. They work to establish and maintain positive stakeholder relationships.
During a crisis, they are to have a hand in the overall response process and may be
responsible for communicating with the different publics.

Functional Publics

Those who are responsible for the everyday function of the company.
Spotify Employees: The Spotify band. All employees are expected to follow Spotify’s Code of
Conduct. They are constantly working to better the organization as well as provide the best
possible experience for our users. During crisis, they should stay alert and be ready to provide
additional support to management.
Spotify Users: This includes any person who has a Spotify account (Freemium, Premium,
Premium for Students). How users interact with the service provides feedback to employees,
which results in the enhancement of the platform. As huge priority to the organization, they
should be quickly and continuously informed during a crisis.
Spotify Artists: Any artist(s) that provide content for Spotify. The organization collaborates with
artists and their teams to meet the needs of users. Similar to Spotify users, artists should be
quickly and consistently informed of any updates during a crisis.
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Normative Publics

Publics with shared values
Competitors: This includes companies who share Spotify’s target market. Other streaming
services such as Apple Music, Amazon Music, YouTube Music, Pandora and SoundCloud all
share similar missions to Spotify. In a time of crisis, they will likely be monitoring any updates
and learning through observation.
Partners: Spotify works with other companies to help bring a better experience to users. As a
part of promotional deals, the organization works with companies such as Xbox, Hulu,
Showtime, Samsung and Google. During a crisis, partners should be informed and updated in
a timely matter.

Diffused Publics

Groups who are indirectly linked to the company
Media and Press: Any outlets that will report on the crisis. They control the information given to
the public outside of official statements from the organization. The media should be informed
directly by the organization. Any questions should be addressed with any confirmed
information. It is important that they are updated in a timely matter.
Non-Spotify Users: All people who currently do not use Spotify. They may or may not be aware
of any crisis depending on how they interact with news, but it is important to reduce the amount
of negative press they may see.
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CRISIS TEAM
Dustee Jenkins, Head of Global Communications and Public Relations
Jenkins will serve as the crisis manager. In this position, she will make all final decisions for the
company and will oversee the rest of the process. All members of the crisis team should report
directly to her. She will prepare all key messages and communicate with a number of key
publics.

Daniel Ek, Founder, CEO, and Chairman of the Board of Directors
As current CEO, Ek will serve as the media spokesperson. He will assist in the creation of
initial statement, address the media and communicate with the Board of Directors, where he
will report back to Jenkins.

Pete Collins, Head of Global Corporate Communications
Collins will handle all internal communications during the crisis. His job is to inform Spotify
employees and answer any of their questions/concerns regarding the situation. If the crisis
involves an internal issue, he will hold any personnel meetings.

Chris Crawford, Head of US Publisher Relations and Services
Crawford will be communicating with any person(s) on the content side. This includes artists,
music publishers, managers, etc. He will work to maintain strong relationships during this time.

David Hannigan, Head of Security
As Head of Security, Hannigan will be essential in helping with any technological issues that
may occur. He will work to ensure the safety of each user’s data. His team will perform a
number of tasks in the event of any tech-related crisis

Barry McCarthy, Chief Financial Officer
As CFO, McCarthy will oversee all legal issues during this time. He will communicate with all
legal personnel and will lead any legal action that needs to be taken.
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CRISIS DIRECTORY
Head of Global Communications and PR
Dustee Jenkins
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Chief Content Officer
Dawn Ostroff
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Director
Padmasree Warrior
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

CEO and Chairman of BOD
Daniel Ek
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Global Head of Markets
Cecilia Qvist
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Xbox
Head of Partnerships & Lifestyle
Karen Woessner Smith
(425) 882-8080

Head of Global Corporate Communications
Pete Collins
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Co-Founder and Director
Martin Lorentzo
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Hulu
Head of Business Development
Mengyu Annie Luo
(310) 571-4700

Head of US Publisher Relations and Services
Chris Crawford
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Director
Christopher Marshall
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Showtime Networks
VP, Partner Marketing
Shannon Meade
(212) 708-1600

Head of Security
David Hannigan
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Director
Shishir Mehrotra
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Chief Financial Officer
Barry McCarthy
ir@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210
Chief Human Resources Officer
Katarina Berg
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210
Chief Premium Business Officer
Alex Norström
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210
Chief Research and Development Officer
Gustav Söderström
office@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210

Director
Heidi O’Neill
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210
Director
Ted Sarandos
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210
Director
Thomas Staggs
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210
Director
Cristina Stenbeck
boardofdirectors@spotify.com
1-800-952-5210
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Samsung Electronics
Head of Strategic Partnerships
Sang Ahn
(800) 726-7864
Google
President of Global Partnerships
Don Harrison
(650) 253-0000
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MEDIA SPOKESPERSON
Daniel Ek, Founder, CEO, and Chairman of the Board of Directors will
serve as our media spokesperson. As someone who serves many
important functions in the organization, he is knowledgeable about all
aspects of the company. He will be fully prepared prior to all press
conferences by the crisis manager, Dustee Jenkins, Head of Global
Communications and Public Relations.
As spokesman, he will:
•
•
•
•
•

Host all press conferences
Address all media questions and concerns
Give live or pre-recorded televised interviews
Use the Spotify social media accounts to give updates
Video record any major statements to be sent out via social media
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EMERGENCY PERSONNEL
FDNY Ten House
John Sudnik, Fire Commissioner
124 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10006

New York City Health + Hospitals
65 Water Street
New York, NY 10041
(212) 442-3853

New York City Police Department
Dermot F. Shea, Police Commissioner
1 Police Plaza Pata
New York, NY 10007
(646) 610-5000

NY State Task Force – Life & Law
90 Church Street
New York, NY 10007
(212) 417-5444

Department of Homeland Security,
New York City
201 Varick Street
New York, NY 10014
(202) 282-8000

NYC Mayor’s Office – Bill de Blasio
253 Broadway #10
New York, NY 10007
(212) 788-1400

NYC Board of Education
100 Trinity Place
New York, NY 10006
(212) 693-1384
Leadership & Public Service High School
90 Trinity Place
New York, NY 10006
(212) 346-0007
Trinity Church
75 Broadway
New York, NY 10006
(212) 602-0800
Courtyard Marriot – Downtown Manhattan
133 Greenwich Street
New York, NY 10006
(212) 346-0088
New York Presbyterian
Lower Manhattan Hospital
170 Williams Street
New York, NY 10038
(212) 312-5000
FDNY EMS Division 1/Station 4
Pier 36, South Street
New York, NY 10002
(212) 789-8976
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CRISIS CONTROL ROOM
In the event that Spotify N.Y.C Headquarters has been comprised in any way, the following
locations are adequate secondary crisis control rooms:
Greenwich Boardroom
Courtyard Marriott
133 Greenwich Street
New York, NY 10006
(212) 346-0088

Trinity Commons Hall
Trinity Commons
76 Trinity Place
New York, NY 10006
(212) 602-0800

Chosotri Room
Millennium Hilton
55 Church Street
New York, NY 10007
(212) 693-2001

The crisis control room should have the following readily available:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chairs and desks
White boards and dry erase markers
Office supplies (pens, pencils, company letterhead, paper clips, staplers)
Laptops (Macs, PCs), laptop chargers (New Mac, Old Mac, PC)
Hard drives
Extension cords, power strips
Printer/copy machine, printer paper, ink (color and black)
Extra cellphone charges (Apple, Samsung, Google)
Cameras, SD cards, chargers
TV monitors, HTMI cables, cable cord
Police radio
Flashlights, lamps
AA batteries, AAA batteries
White pages
Company directory
Media directory
Media and press kit
Paper copies of CCP
First-aid kit
Food and drink
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PRE-GATHERED INFORMATION
Spotify Documents
2018 Sustainability Report
Spotify Financial Documents
Spotify Code of Conduct and Ethics
Procedural Rules for Board of Directors and Corporate Governance Guidelines
Insider Trading Policy
Whistleblower Policy
Spotify Media Kit
Board of Directors Bios
Management Bios

External Documents
New York City Business Corporation Law
New York City Emergency Management
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KEY MESSAGES
For the purpose of the KEY MESSAGES and TACTICS sections of this plan, we will be
modeling the examples after a potential crisis.
The Current Crisis:
Spotify has just experienced a breach in data. An unknown source has gained access to all
users’ files, including all personal and banking information.
The notification of key publics should begin immediately after the CEO and crisis manager
have an appropriate amount of information to form an initial statement. All messages will be
sent out according to the procedures under the DISSEMINATION OF KEY MESSAGES
section.
Enabling Publics
Board of Directors
I can confirm that there has been a breach of our users’ data this morning. We currently do not
have any information on who the source of this hack is. Please be prepared to meet at some
point today as we work tirelessly to resolve this issue. I will continue to update you as more
information is learned.
Key Executives
This morning we experienced a breach in our data system that affected all users. We are
currently working to find and stop the source of this hack. Please be prepared to meet today as
we need to immediately begin informing our publics. I will be updating you as we continue to
work tirelessly to resolve this issue.
Functional Publics
Spotify Employees
This morning we experienced a breach in our data system that affected all users. We are
currently working to find and stop the source of this hack. Our number one priority is to protect
the information of our users. I will be continuously updating you as we find out more
information. Until then, please be on standby as management may need additional support.
Spotify Users
This morning we unfortunately experienced a breach in our data system that affected all of our
users. We are working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this hack, but in the meantime
please take all appropriate steps to make sure your personal banking information is safe. As
always, our number one priority is to protect you and your information. Solving this issue will be
our main focus until a solution is found. Please stay tuned, as we will be continuously updating
you as we learn more information and we apologize for any inconvenience this may have
caused you.

www.spotify.com
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Spotify Artists
This morning we unfortunately experienced a breach in our data system that affected all users.
We are currently working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this hack and will continue to
make this our number one priority until it is resolved. As of right now, we do not believe they
gained access to any of the artist data. More updates will come as soon as we receive any new
information.
Normative Publics
Competitors
This morning we unfortunately experienced a breach in our data system that affected all users.
We are currently working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this hack and will continue to
make this our number one priority until it is resolved. More updates will come as soon as we
receive any new information.
Partners
This morning we unfortunately experienced a breach in our data system that affected all users.
We are currently working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this hack and will continue to
make this our number one priority until it is resolved. More updates will come as soon as we
receive any new information.
Diffused Publics
Media and Press
This morning we unfortunately experienced a breach in our data system that affected all users.
We are currently working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this hack and will continue to
make this our number one priority until it is resolved. Daniel Ek will be holding a press
conference shortly to address any questions or comments you may have.
Non-Spotify Users
This morning we unfortunately experienced a breach in our data system that affected all users.
We are currently working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this hack and will continue to
make this our number one priority until it is resolved. More updates will come as soon as we
receive any new information.
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DISSEMINATION OF KEY MESSAGES
The following chart depicts who will communicate messages to each public and the method(s)
in which they will be sent out.
Methods of Communication
Phone Call

Email

D. Ek

D. Ek

D. Ek

Key
Executives

D.
Jenkins

D.
Jenkins

Spotify
Employees

P.
Collins

P. Collins

Spotify Users

D. Ek

Spotify
Artists

C.
Crawford

Publics

Board of
Directors

Newsletter

Meeting

Social
Media Post

D. Ek

D. Ek

Press
Release

Website
Post

D.
Jenkins

D. Ek

D.
Jenkins

Competitors

Partners

Press
Conference

D. Ek

D. Ek

D.
Jenkins

D. Ek

D.
Jenkins

D.
Jenkins

Media and
Press
Non-Spotify
Users

D. Ek
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TACTICS
Press Release
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News Conference Opening Statement
Thank you all for joining us. I am Daniel Ek, founder and current CEO of Spotify. This morning
we unfortunately experienced a breach in our data system that affected all of our users. We are
working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this hack, but in the meantime we want to
advise our users to please take all appropriate steps to make sure your personal and banking
information is safe. As always, our number one priority is to protect our users and their
information. We are currently consulting with the cybersecurity team from New York’s
Homeland Security and our Head of Security, David Hannigan, to try to resolve this problem.
Solving this issue will be our main focus until a solution is found. Again, we apologize for any
inconvenience this has caused.
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Website Content
All messages and updates will be displayed as an alert on our website, desktop player, and
mobile app. This spreads awareness to everyone who interacts with our streaming service in
any way.

Website Alert

THERE’S SOMETHING YOU SHOULD KNOW.
This morning we unfortunately experienced a
breach in our data system that affected all of our
users. We are working tirelessly to find and stop
the source of this hack, but in the meantime
please take all appropriate steps to make sure
your banking information is safe. As always, our
number one priority is to protect you and your
information. Solving this issue will be our main
focus until a solution is found. Please stay
tuned, as we will be continuously updating you
as we learn more information and we apologize
for any inconvenience this may have caused
you.
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Website Update

UPDATE
We’ve made changes to our privacy policy
as a result of the data breach. Please review
it by clicking below.

Privacy Policy

Dismiss
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Desktop Player Alert

THERE’S SOMETHING YOU SHOULD KNOW.
THERE’S SOMETHING YOU SHOULD KNOW.

This morning we unfortunately experienced a
breach in our data system that affected all of our
This morning we unfortunately experienced a
users. We are working tirelessly to find and stop
breach in our data system that affected all of our
the source of this hack, but in the meantime
users. We are working tirelessly to find and stop
please take all appropriate steps to make sure
the source of this hack, but in the meantime
your banking information is safe. As always, our
please take all appropriate steps to make sure
number one priority is to protect you and your
your banking information is safe. As always, our
information. Solving this issue will be our main
number one priority is to protect you and your
focus until a solution is found. Please stay
information. Solving this issue will be our main
tuned, as we will be continuously be updating
focus until a solution is found. Please stay
you as we learn more information and we
tuned, as we will be continuously updating you
apologize for any inconvenience this may have
as we learn more information and we apologize
caused you.
for any inconvenience this may have caused
you.
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Desktop Player Update

UPDATE
We’ve made changes to our privacy policy as a
result of the data breach. Please review it by
clicking below.

Privacy Policy

Dismiss
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Mobile App Alert

THERE’S SOMETHING YOU SHOULD KNOW.
This morning we unfortunately experienced a
breach in our data system that affected all of our
users. We are working tirelessly to find and stop
the source of this hack, but in the meantime
please take all appropriate steps to make sure
your banking information is safe. As always, our
number one priority is to protect you and your
information. Solving this issue will be our main
focus until a solution is found. Please stay
tuned, as we will be continuously updating you
as we learn more information and we apologize
for any inconvenience this may have caused
you.
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Mobile App Update

UPDATE
We’ve made changes to our privacy policy as a
result of the data breach. Please review it by
clicking below.

Privacy Policy

Dismiss
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Social Strategy
During a crisis, all messages and updates will be sent out across all social media platforms
including Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. They will also contain links to any press releases.
Important updates will be video recorded by Daniel Ek and sent out.
This is an important aspect of our plan, as much of today’s society receives their news updates
online. If we do not pay attention, a crisis can quickly spiral out of control on social media.
Because it is so vital, we will be utilizing Hootsuite to send out the posts across multiple
platforms at once. This will also help us in monitoring our feeds and be able to respond to
people in a timely manner.

Twitter

Hey members. There’s something you should know.

THERE’S SOMETHING YOU SHOULD KNOW.

This morning we unfortunately experienced a breach in
our data system that affected all of our users. We are
working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this
hack, but in the meantime please take all appropriate
steps to make sure your banking information is safe. As
always, our number one priority is to protect you and
your information. Solving this issue will be our main
focus until a solution is found. Please stay tuned, as we
will be continuously updating you as we learn more
information and we apologize for any inconvenience
this may have caused you.
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Instagram

THERE’S SOMETHING YOU SHOULD KNOW.

This morning we unfortunately experienced a
breach in our data system that affected all of our
users. We are working tirelessly to find and stop
the source of this hack, but in the meantime
please take all appropriate steps to make sure
your banking information is safe. As always, our
number one priority is to protect you and your
information. Solving this issue will be our main
focus until a solution is found. Please stay tuned,
as we will be continuously updating you as we
learn more information and we apologize for any
inconvenience this may have caused you.
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Facebook

Hey members, there’s something you should know.

THERE’S SOMETHING YOU SHOULD KNOW.
This morning we unfortunately experienced a breach in
our data system that affected all of our users. We are
working tirelessly to find and stop the source of this hack,
but in the meantime please take all appropriate steps to
make sure your banking information is safe. As always,
our number one priority is to protect you and your
information. Solving this issue will be our main focus until
a solution is found. Please stay tuned, as we will be
continuously updating you as we learn more information
and we apologize for any inconvenience this may have
caused you.
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EVALUATION
This form will be sent out via email to all employees involved in the implementation of the crisis
communication plan. Please be open and honest when filling out this form, as it is a vital part to
this process.
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REFLECTION
This crisis communications plan incorporates much consideration from research of the
company and my SWOT analysis. The purpose and objectives were created to follow the
existing Code of Conduct and Ethics of the company, as well as employing crisis strategy from
the textbook. I used my objectives as a guide to the rest of the plan, making sure that I was
sticking to them.
As an avid user and fan of Spotify, I was very passionate about this plan. Even though it was
challenging because of the size of the company, I was able to form a crisis team that brought
together many different departments so that we could see things from all aspects of the
company. Sometimes when you have so many offices and employees, it is hard to make
everyone’s opinion and viewpoint heard, but this way we can have all departments
represented.
The crisis simulated in the plan is a hacking. With such a large company with tons of user data
and information, it is more than likely that they may fall victim to any sort of hacking. It is
important to be equipped with the right knowledge to handle a large-scale breach. This has
already happened inside other organizations such as Target, who were able to fully recover.
As discussed in class, I put an emphasis on quick and constant communication with our
publics, because if they do not have information, rumors will be begin form and we will not be
able to control the situation. I have used the Situational Crisis Communication Theory. Out of
the three crisis clusters, this would fall under the victim cluster, as Spotify is also a victim in this
situation. An external force harmed the company, therefore they had little/no control of the
situation. The blame goes to the source of the hack, rather than on the company.
Overall, this project challenged me to encompass all elements from this course, from initial
response to social strategy. After completing this, I feel more confident in my ability to apply
these methods beyond graduation and into the workplace.
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